ACROSS
2. Quite intoxicated
9. For nearly all audiences
11. Gretchen of Boardwalk Empire
12. Firefighter’s tool
13. Anna Karenina author
16. Ice mass
19. Type of insurance
22. Silent siren Pola
23. Today rival
24. Author Chaim
26. Scottish topper
27. Aromas
29. Champion racehorse
31. Homer Simpson’s favorite

beverage
32. Fox-hunting cry
35. Gym class
36. Peeper
38. “That hurts!”
39. How the disreputable are held

DOWN
1. Nefarious
3. Acquired
4. Poehler or Tan
5. Just ___ Stories
6. 1950s veep Barkley
7. Price spot
8. Former
10. First Monopoly square
14. Abandoned
15. Wise bird
17. STAT!
18. Become calm
20. Diamond ref
21. Emblematic object
25. Relations
28. Shakespeare title word
30. Attorney group
31. Affleck or Kingsley
32. Casual shirt
33. Mauna ___
34. Syllable from Santa
35. 3.14
37. Twelve mos.
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